Who Benefits from Carnage?

By Peter Papaherakles

In the film JFK there is a scene where Jim Garrison a mysterious man called “Mister X” who advises him that if he wants to find out who killed JFK, he has to find “Cui bono?” Who benefits?”

And that’s exactly what needs to be done in the case of the recent bombing-and-shooting rampage in Norway. Already it’s clear that the facts about Norwegian bomber Anders Breivik and his deeds have been misrepresented in order to sell to the public a heinous tale. Norwegian-Timothy McVeigh scenario, while some other, very important, facts have been completely ignored.

For Breivik to both bomb the prime minister’s office and then casually go to tiny Utøya Island, some 24 miles from Oslo, and convince youngsters “to play with him” is pure Hollywood. Even Rambo couldn’t pull that off. Also, the notion that he massacred at least 68 people because he was a neo-nazi “hater” gone berserk is ludicrous. By his own admission, he was pro-Israel.

In a 500 page manifest, Breivik states, “Let us fight together with Israel, with our Zionist brothers, against all anti-Zionists.” Did Breivik perceive Norway to be anti-Zionist? He had every reason to.

Norway exports an independent Palestinian State, and Oslo was prepared to formally recognize Palestine in September and exchange ambassadors. Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas was in Norway just days earlier.

Norway has condemned Israel for its hostilities against Palestine, and has called for Ariel Sharon and other Israeli leaders to be tried as war criminals. Norway even called, in 1972, for the dissolution of the State of Israel.

Prime Minister Stoltenberg declared, “No one will bomb us into silence. No one will shoot us into silence. No one will ever scare us into not being Norwegian.” His comments indicate that he sees the attacks as acts of political intimidation and not the work of a lunatic.

The Labor Party Youth Movement (AUF) was not simply a bunch of teenagers having fun on Utøya Island. They were future leaders of the ruling Labor Party. They were conducting a conference opposing the cruelties of the Zionist occupation of Palestine. One of the main activities was a “Break the Israeli Blockade” game in which several teams of youths in small Palestinian aid boats tried to break through the mock Israeli blockade.

A picture taken 48 hours before the massacres shows Foreign Minister Jonas Gahr Store addressing the youngsters next to a banner that read “Boycott Israel.”

After the Sept. 11 attacks, Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu said 9-11 was good for Israel, hardly an appropriate comment from a best friend after the worst act of terrorism on U.S. soil. Subsequent wars in Afghanistan, Iraq and Libya prove that 9-11 has benefited Israel, as the U.S. is battling that nation’s most feared enemies.

Through their control of the world’s money and media, Israel and its benefactors are bankrupting America and Europe while culturally wiping Europeans off the planet. Those who oppose them get the “Norwegian treatment.” What happened in Norway was not the work of a lone Rambo, just like 9-11 was not done by a phantom bin Laden and JFK wasn’t killed by Oswald.

Like Mr. X asked: “Cui bono?” Surely Breivik, soon to be locked up for perhaps the rest of his pathetic life, did not benefit. Who then?

EDITOR’S NOTE

Early last century with subsystems reaching for power, they ridiculed all conservative efforts to stop them. Yet who are the “reactionaries” now?

Boycotts, tea parties and today’s internet are closing in on that cabal which aims – a desperate, reactionary and predictable hope – to finance the opposition and gain positions therein, then divide and conquer such groups; a cowardly version of competition, to be sure, but it’s all they’ve got.

Boycott Israel – on a little island? The Mossadniks and the media grow proportionately more insane in their fading days of glory, as people cease “tolerating” those reactionaries.
ALABAMA has a right to govern itself, said fourteen State legislators in a federal court brief. They, along with U.S. Justice Department’s try at blocking enforcement of the toughest new illegal immigration law yet, which takes effect this month. The State plans to fight on, so Alabama must protect itself because the federal government will not.

The Donna has no intrinsic value. Paper flat money’s sole worth lies in the willingness of people to accept it, and, to such end, legal tender laws require them to do so. Created out of nothing, the U.S. dollar is based upon debt. In one sense, therefore, our money is backed by less than nothing. Charging interest on fake loans is usury, yet that practice became institutionalized dated with the 1913 Federal Reserve System.

“We be assured that if this new provision [the 14th Amendment] be engraved in the Constitution, in time, change the entire structure and texture of our government, and overawe the guarantees of safety devised and provided by our patriotic Sires of the Revolution.”

— Sec. of the Interior (1867)
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Not to suggest “voting” for any candidate seeking the District of Corruption’s presidency: here one shows promise toward helping keep these jewnatiwed States benighted.

By John Anderson

Rick Perry is being touted as the “hard line conservative”. But what is Rick Perry’s record as the Governor of Texas?

He supports in-State tuition subsidies for illegal aliens. Referring to the illegal aliens attempting to qualify for in-State tuition subsidies, Perry calls them “young Texans” and says that requiring them to pay full tuition like American citizens from the other States and foreign-born students with valid student visas “is not what America has always been about.” In 2001, Perry signed the Texas DREAM Act, which gave in-State tuition subsidies to illegal aliens who had graduated high school in Texas (already costing the Texas education system money) or had a GED. Perry still stands behind and supports the subsidies. The in-State subsidy cost Texas taxpayers about $12,000 per student per year at the University of Texas.

In 2001, during a border summit, Perry said “We must say to every Texas child learning in a Texas classroom, “We don’t care where you come from, but where you are going, is up to you. We are going to try everything we can to help you get there. And that vision must include the children of undocumented workers.” Perry added that, “The doors of higher education must be open to them. The message is simple:

education ex el futuro, y si te puede [education is the future, and yes, we can].” Rick Perry also supports granting citizenship to children of illegal aliens, and opposes legislation to change the current policy which grants citizenship to any child of an illegal alien who sneaks across the border to give birth.

Rick Perry also supported the NAFTA Superhighway, to build the NAFTA Superhighway.

In addition to allowing the Chinese government oil company CNOOC to lease a huge section of mineral rights in Texas, Rick Perry proudly supports a Chinese company which is regarded by many as a threat to national security. His website displays a press release of him cutting the ribbon at the new U. S. Headquarted of Huawei, a company under the control of the Chinese military and part of its spying network responsible for serious communications equipment, and allowing the Chinese military access to America’s telecommunications infrastructure is a certain invitation to allow spying…

Like George Bush, whom he followed as Texas governor, Rick Perry might be from a border State, but doesn’t believe in borders… Have conservatives learned nothing from eight years of George W. Bush?

Seriously, now
After 35 years of marriage, a husband and wife went for counseling. When asked what the problem was, the wife went into a passionate and painful tirade, listing every problem they had ever experienced. On and on and on: neglect, lack of affection, emptiness, loneliness, feeling unloved and unknowable, an entire laundry list of unmet needs she had endured. After a sufficient length of time, the therapist got up. He walked around the desk, asked the wife to stand, embraced her passionately, her husband watching with a raised eyebrow.

The woman shut up and quietly sat down in a daze. The therapist turned to the husband and said, “This is what your needs at least three times a week. Can you do this?”

“Well, I can drop her off here Mondays and Wednesdays, but on Saturdays I fish.”

Dronair strikes against the North Waziristan Agency of Pakistan continued again on August 22, with a pair of them destroying a vehicle and a home, killing at least one woman. After claiming that they identified all officials but all of whom were termed “suspects.” U. S. Congressmen Dennis J. Kucinich has strongly criticized these reportedly done strikes by the U. S. States in Pakistan and elsewhere, terming them “summary executions” and extra-judicial killings.

The dollars are treated as State sovereignty, they can do as they please. Our money is backed by less than nothing. Charging interest on fake loans is usury, yet that practice became institutionalized dated with the 1913 Federal Reserve System.
“Empire State” – heir of Rome, Sodom or Gomorrah?

By John Peoples
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The military solution

By J. Bruce Campbell

veteransdaytoday.com

AS A RHODESIAN anti-terrorist in the early ‘70s, I figured that the combination of the military and political war of words did not square with Jewish Communism in South Africa, as expressed by Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, both of whom were executed by the United States’ army of order.

The American military has up to the present date never covered itself in glory. Military glory can only be obtained in the defense of the nation from unprovoked attacks by another country. Let’s disabuse ourselves of smug ideas that Ft. Sumter and Pearl Harbor were unprompted attacks.

There have been no unprompted attacks since the War for Independence from England. Starting in 1861 and ever since, the American military has been the aggressor, controlled and exploited by American politicians on behalf of private bankers.

We American soldiers fought and were found on a violent and treacherous land grab from the original inhabitants, who themselves did not deal in real estate sales or mortgage fraud. Virtually every treaty made by the U.S. government was broken by the U.S. Army, which conducted the first modern extermination program, today known as the “occupation.”

The legal system of a country based on African slavery and extermination of its inhabitants can only be an exercise in fraud and hypocrisy.

The behavior of the American military in the 20th Century and now in the 21st has been so depraved as to make the business of mass murder by the Nazis appear to exert total control to the capitalists for Jewish profit and for the Jewish people. The behavior of the Jews as a people, according to the courageous revelations by Kay Griggs, the former wife of Marine Col. George Griggs, is a disgrace and has always been a disgrace. It must be purged of its subversive agents.

Americans and Israelis both control of the U.S. military via Freemasonry and homosexuality, both of which are rampant in the senior officer class of the Army, Marine Corps, Air Force and Navy. According to the courageous revelations by Kay Griggs, the former wife of Marine Col. George Griggs, the entire officer class of the Pentagon is involved in the most serious affair.

Israel, with American Jewish permission, has threatened to unleash its weapons of mass destruction on the American people.

American intelligence reports persist here that Israel has planted nuclear weapons in American cities that will be detonated if Israel is not obeyed.

Other credible reports indicate that Israel was responsible for the Japanese nuclear disaster in retaliation for Japan’s support of the Palestinians lead by Yasser Arafat.

Also that Israel attempted to kill Germany’s president for the same reason (sabotaged helicopter) and that the Norwegian知晓 that Yasser Arafat was for that country’s pro-Palestinian position.

This level of threatened and actual nuclear murder can only be thwarted by the massive mass murder of the American people and by the sufferings which has been under the Jewish spell since at least 1961. There is only one way that the U.S. military can redeem itself and rescue the world from certain death: to take back control of Judaism. Judaism must be removed as a threat to life on this planet and prevented from ever rising again.

It is time that the U.S. military cease itself of Jewish agencies, Freemasons and homosexuals, all of whom serve Jewish finance capitalism and the State of Israel.

The U.S. military’s routine slaughtering of foreigners who are in the way of Jewish plans cannot be stopped.

The U.S. military must remove all weapons of mass destruction possessed by Israel, as demanded by John F. Kennedy in the same meeting. Humankind will never be safe until artificial Jewish domination is ended.

The U.S. military must either be a military coup to rescue itself from Jewish Rule, which has saturated our political, social and legal systems. Jewish Rule is when Jews kill, steal and degenerate and overrun by aliens.

This is not far-fetched, as we can plainly see with the sudden and unexpected fall of the House of Murdoch. This Jewish propaganda machine is self-destructing.

The rest of the Hollywood/New York axis must also be dismantled. Jews must not be allowed in any positions of power or influence, ever again.

We can see what has happened in the past once this effort is begun. Jewish retribution comes in the form of mass annihilation. In those days, the true nature of Judaism was not understood. The Israelite was a Jew. Jewish leaders were killed by the FDR-conceived attack on Pearl Harbor.

The American military is the key to survival, just as it has been the key to Jewish Rule. Like fire, it is a dangerous and powerful phenomenon.

American survival

By F. J. “Dinty” Moore

common-sense.org

We need a survival solution to combat the successful “Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion.” We need a survival solution to combat the Jewish control of the American military.

The American military is the key to survival, just as it has been the key to Jewish Rule. Like fire, it is a dangerous and powerful phenomenon.

We have a survival solution to combat the successful “Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion.”

We need a survival solution to combat the Jewish control of the American military.

American survival

Back to simple kitchens

Using food stamps has become very common in many parts of the United States,

The United States gradually became a food-stamp “propulsion nation” as high costs and lower wages make the lives of average citizens more challenging.

According to a Reuters report published by Reuters on August 22, over 46 million people in the U.S. live on food stamps, which says that around 15 percent of the country’s population are on food stamps, living expenses by means of government handouts.

That figure indicates a 74% increase in the number of food stamp recipients since 2007, just before the financial crisis and a deep recession hit the U.S., leading to mass unemployment.

About forty percent of such Americans receiving supplemental nutrition assistance are those households that have at least one member with a disability, and that are barely afforded monthly rent and utility payments.

The maximum amount a family of four can receive monthly food stamps is $609, which can only be used to purchase food.

In May 2011, one third of all the people in the State of Alabama were put on food coupons. Many of them were those having been hit by the recession and natural disasters.

United States Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, known as the Food Stamp Program, provides assistance to low- and no-income people and families living in the U.S.

“[For] the formerly the work of private individuals and institutions, is just another plank in that wooden horse eating all of us out of house and home. — ed.”
I am a Southerner

Contrary to what outsiders believe, being Southern entails a lot more than residing in the South, being an alumnus of a Southern college, liking fried catfish or putting a NASCAR sticker on your SUV.

Being Southern is a mindset. It is a reverence for and devotion to a way of life that includes keeping one’s word, having manners, respecting tradition and applying a practical, commonsense approach to life. All real Southerners have the same rugged spirit and love of personal freedom as did the great men who founded this nation.

Southerners do not sell out. They take a stand and fight. Make no mistake, Dixie is still under attack. Contrary to liberal propaganda, it is the North, not the South, that cannot move on.

This country was born out of rebellion. Rebellion is the freedom from which all freedom springs. Yet, today, rebellion and the love of freedom itself are either discouraged or met with outright hostility whenever it does not conform to current-day political correctness. Political correctness is something that Southerners just don’t get and do not want to get. Political correctness is a Northern liberal creation, and, to counter it, we must promote Southern conservative ideals.

All those below the Mason-Dixon Line who cherish personal freedom have a job to do. We must re-school our thoughts in the lessons that our Founding Fathers and Southern forefathers knew so well. Accordingly we must rebel against the whitewashing of history. We must rebel against the destruction of our revered symbols and landmarks. We must rebel against the attacks upon our culture. We must rebel against any efforts to change who we are. We are here to stay. We are Southerners.

L. Lee Windsor, Columbia, South Carolina

By LeRoy Alan Cobb

On the 26th of July, the court-appointed lawyer for Mr. Childress, Mary Alexander-Oliver, returned my telephone call. She said she was totally unaware that I had represented Mr. Childress in Montgomery Municipal Court and had filed the appeal to Circuit Court. She also stated there had been no exchange of discovery and she knew nothing about the facts of the case. This seemed to contradict the statement to me by City Prosecutor Jason Paulk, that discovery in the case had been exchanged. I briefly ran through the arrest and trial conviction with Ms. Alexander-Oliver, who seemed astonished that this could have happened. She said she practiced before Circuit Judge Johnny Hardwick on a regular basis and believed she could have the Judge dismiss this case because it has no legal basis. Ms. Alexander-Oliver left me with the understanding that she would call me back after she spoke with the city prosecutor.

A couple of weeks later, Ms. Alexander-Oliver called and said she had spoken with Jason Paulk, the City Prosecutor, and they discussed skipping the circuit court and going directly to the appellate court. I told her that Mr. Paulk had already mixed this idea in a previous discussion with me after I read him the criminal procedure rule that allows a direct appeal; how he had told me that his discussion with the arresting officers led him to believe that the facts of the case were in dispute, therefore the case would have to be tried before it could be taken to the appellate court.

We ended our conversation with my understanding that the jury trial scheduled for the 26th of September was still on go. I mailed her a couple of transcripts of the city trial and had heard nothing since.

I plan to be ready for trial on the 26th of September, but will be surprised if the trial takes place on that date. In Alabama many cases are typically set several times and the oldest case ready for trial will be heard first. One or maybe two cases will be heard during that trial week, the rest rescheduled for some future date.

Proud to be White

I’ve been wondering why Whites are racists, and no other race is.

Michael Richards, better known as Kramer from TV’s “Seinfeld,” makes this point and, whether we like it or not, he is telling the truth.

So here is his defense speech before the court after having made a few racial comments during a comedy act, and he notes some very interesting facts we ought to ponder:

1. Kramer from TV’s “Seinfeld,” makes this point and, whether we like it or not, he is telling the truth.

2. But when you name Nigger, Kike, Beander, Gook or Chink… somehow I’m a racist.

3. You have Ma’uled Al-Nabi.

4. Such discrimination against the White race is a daily fact of life that no one can honestly deny.

5. But when we announce our White pride, the Jewish mediocrity once again calls us racists.

6. You rob, carjack and shoot at us.

7. The media is free and they are free advertising that was promoting your “Million Man March,” the Jewish mediocrity once again calls us racists.

8. Such a trust would be laughable.

9. In donating all of that free advertising that was promoting your “Million Man March,” the Jewish mediocrity once again calls us racists.

10. So discrimination against the White race is a daily fact of life that no one can honestly deny.

11. And the Jewish mediocrity calls us racists.

12. Why is it that only Whites can be racists?

13. There’s nothing wrong with observing the missing American character that mediocrity is up to, so let’s investigate and publish how and why such racial superacists are trying to become masters of the world by venomously labeling Whites into imagining their racial pride is somehow callous.

14. It comes down to our survival.

LEAGUE OF THE SOUTH STATEMENT:

Feds challenge Alabama law

The U.S. Justice Department has issued a legal challenge to Alabama’s tough Illegal Immigration Law.

The League of the South is the oldest and most prominent Southern nationalist organization, deploys the federal government’s attacks against the will of the people of the Sovereign State of Alabama.

League President Dr. Michael Hill noted, the U.S. government’s excuse for challenging the law—that there needs to be a uniform immigration policy on the federal level—won’t hold water. Hill said: “Telling the states to comply from doing anything positive to halt illegal immigration so the feds can formulate an overarching policy for all fifty States is laughable. If the feds were being honest, they would admit that they don’t want Alabama or any other State to do anything at all about illegal immigration because Washington, D.C., wants to continue the current policy of encouraging and supporting illegal immigration.”

Hill continued: “We in the League encourage the people of Alabama to contact their Governor and State legislators to let them know that the feds must be resisted to the point of nullification, interposition and secession, if necessary. This is a hostile act against Alabama. If enough illegal aliens come here, it will change the cultural and demographic make-up of our State to the point that it will become a Third World entity. I don’t think most Alabamians would want that to happen.”

SENAFU AT MONTGOMERY COURT

By LeRoy Alan Cobb

michaelcobb@gmail.com
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Murderers took seven years to investigate selves

(Continued from page 1) From President George W. Bush at a special White House ceremony.

And that is the extent of the official story, as far as Rodriguez’s involvement relating to rescue efforts following the 9/11 attacks.

But, as you shall see, his incredible heroics began in the hours of the 9/11 basement levels.

While this anomaly in itself should have been cause for serious investigation, it was unfortunately just the beginning of the explosions that are extremely troubling:

They occurred several seconds before the first airplane impacted the tower.

The first of these explosions – which occurred about 7-8 seconds before the plane struck the tower – was so powerful it could be heard and felt hundreds of feet away, and it caused the entire floor to collapse. The sound was so loud that Rodriguez and a handful of co-workers who were down in the basement at the time of the attack, actually heard and felt huge explosive noises being felt in their feet in the lower basement levels.

The esteeemed 9/11 Commission never bothered to find out.

Worse, and to his utter disbelief, Rodriguez later discovered that his statements were completely omitted from the official record. As a result, not one word of this decorated hero’s startling testimony appeared in the much ballyhooed 9/11 Commission Report, a document that continues to be touted as “the most detailed, definitive study of the events of 9/11.”

Furthermore, Rodriguez was told, quite emphatically, not to discuss explosions with other 9/11 investigators or to discuss explosions with other 9/11 investigators until “further investigations” had been carried out. As the world knows, this has yet to happen.

As a result of much public pressure, the Commission’s investigation records were finally made public – seven years later, in January 2009. Rodriguez was stunned to find that his testimony was among those marked “restricted,” and thus inaccessible to the public. His crucial evidence remains restricted to this day.

Waking up

Naturally, Rodriguez was flabbergasted by the Commission’s clearly suspect actions, but anger at the subterfuge was submerged by his far deeper anxiety.

He was convinced beyond a doubt there were explosives planted inside the Towers. The official explanation – jet fuel, which is simply kerogen – made no sense at all.

Besides, he had overheard many exchanges on firemen’s two-way radios that day that confirmed virtually all the jet fuel had burned off, and the few remaining scattered fires looked like they could easily be knocked out.

He was convinced the explosions he had seen, felt, and heard that day were not caused by kerogen. He believed they were caused by deliberately positioned explosives.

What cemented his belief and reinforced it even further was something he saw on television that night:

WTc building 7 collapsing into its foot print like a house of cards. In a matter of seconds.

He had walked by that building numerous times. WTC 7 was a 47-story steel-framed skyscraper that was located a few hundred feet away from the Towers, and a plane had not even struck it. But, just as with the Twin Towers, it, too, had suddenly collapsed into its own footprint later that very afternoon.

The first thought that struck him was, “That building was a fortress. How could it just have fallen like that?”

Having experienced the explosions in the North Tower firsthand, and then having seen footage of Building 7 collapse in free fall, there were no doubts whatever left in his mind:

All three buildings were purposely demolished with explosives.

[NB: In regard to WTC7, the 9/11 Commission Report, again, mentioned absolutely nothing about this 47-storey skyscraper’s sudden and unbelievable collapse. Nor did it mention a word about the numerous eyewitness accounts of multiple explosions within that building.

Not one word. As with the explosions reported in the North and South towers, the 9/11 Commission Report completely ignored this shocking event as well.]

To as who might have planted the explosives, he was at a loss. He couldn’t conceive how the alleged terrorists could have pulled it off; they couldn’t possibly have gained access to these buildings. He was convinced there had to have been other players involved – insiders.

He found such a prospect not only ominous in the extreme, but also disorienting and confusing on many levels. Suddenly, nothing seemed to make sense. Only one thought consumed him.

Who were the killers?

Strange recollections

Having worked at the WTC for close upon two decades, Rodriguez obviously

Nationalism is love-based

By Jacob Ind csmoro@nationalists.org

FROM ITS INCEPTION Nationalism has been associated with a host of negative affections and love one has for his own people instead of hatred for others. Yet time and again we have been maligned as “haters” and as a result we have been given the label of excitable nature in mankind. A study conducted by the University of Amsterdam, published in January by the Proceedings of the Royal Academy of Sciences USA, proves otherwise.

This study conducted by the Dutch demonstrated a clear link between the hormone Oxytocin and the preference of one’s own people. Oxytocin is known as the “love” hormone; it is responsible for fostering social ties, bonding and trust. Researchers have found the hormone Oxytocin and the hormone oxytocin producing an increase of positive associations, which naturally occurs in our brains, and which will resonate with our fellow Americans. It can on ly be destructive when we reject our natural instincts.

The brains of those who do not choose their own over others are defective or they have been brainwashed into rejecting their own natural affections.

This is an important fact to reiterate. For years Leftists have shouted that “racism,” the preference for one’s own over others, is a social phenomenon, that it has to be taught to children. They have also blasted Western culture as uniquely “racist” and thereby harmful or sick. We now know this

is not the case. It is they who are sick; it is they who are brainwashing children.

This is another weapon in our arsenal with which to counter the lies and mis-
I’m sick and tired of all the BS out there

Got that? Incomag.net

GOVERNMENT traitors blatantly lying to us about 9/11, the New World Order, and Afghanistan; the private monopoly parasite called the Federal Reserve; Wall Street elites solely out for their own filthy profits; Mizzou's OVP, he and the three towers could have been turned to ash by an incendiary bomb; the exact nature of his comprehension. While this didn’t strike me as having been a particularly inauspicious occurrence, it suddenly, for the first time ever, did both strike me. He immediately reported the incident to the main office, but was reassured it was a vastly less serious matter.

Rodriguez was emphatic that he felt so frightened by this incident he didn’t dare open the door to look inside because he literally expected to see a plane crash through it. He intuitively sensed grave danger behind that door, and did his best to avoid the 34th floor thereafter. He was considering that long-term occupancy (and thus control) of a whole floor would have granted occupants virtually unlimited and unobstructed access to the stairwells to the 47th, and thus, central core of the tower via the elevator shafts. By sequentially disabling individual elevators, an armed intruder would have had access to the entire 1,350-feet central load-bearing core columns – from the penthouse right down to the 6th level – with a minimum amount of effort. All the while, he thought, I could imagine him voice was pitched very low and his eyes were wide open. He felt almost as if he were being watched by someone, and for the first time in his life he experienced that day was extremely frightening and deeply impressionable.

The dauntless with politics

The White House had everything to guarantee his meteoric rise to stardom as a national hero. However, his newfound celebrity status soon earned him his concomitant obligations.

More than a few high-ranking officials had advised him of the “sensitivity” of the time. Under such circumstances he had been led to believe that it would be unwise for him to pursue his disquieting inquiries into “unfounded theories.”

It proved to be very “embarrassing.”

Ironically, at the same time, there was also tremendous support and encouragement being provided by some quarters, particularly soliciting his participation on an altogether different agenda: To promote “patriotic unity” and emphasize to the nation the dire need for America to strike back hard at the “enemy.” And things actually got rather intimidating for a while.

Rodriguez’s hero was soon inveigled with promises of political office in the Hispanic community, and carrots of all kinds were dangled before him. But, forced to choose between attempting to win him over by various Republican power-players to be almost overwhelming. The heady publicity had suddenly thrust him onto the national stage, and he was being wooed by Party strategists to be the ideal Republican candidate to woo the more than 30 million Hispanic votes in the country.

It was a powerful, ominous, “rumbling” sound of something extremely heavy working in a stairwell on the 34th floor, and the attacks. His panic platform. For a moment, it occurred to him to find out who the real killers are. The forces of truth had prevailed.

Rodriguez had to say. As always, they felt reputation would be held to him of “wacko,” and he was very familiar with the implications of such opposition, but that’s the kind of man he felt. It didn’t take him long to decide. He realized he could no longer believe a truth he believed the world absolutely needed to know.

He had worked for ten years as an aide to New Republican encouragement and offers of political support to evaporate.

The decorated 9/11 hero was now quite suddenly not only a party Pariah, but also someone non grata in the halls of high power.

By taking his courageous stand, Rodriguez had unwittingly assumed a very dangerous role that would pose a direct threat to powers that lay behind the veneer of party politics.

He had just signed his own political death warrant.

Naturally, the muzzled media didn’t appear willing to report any of what Rodriguez had to say. As always, they felt obliged to promote whatever the propaganda ministry wanted the masses to believe.

It takes enormous courage to go against such opposition, but that’s the kind of man Willy is. He says he owes it to his many friends – more than two hundred of them who were butchered that day by an evil shadow government – his in pursuit of some diabolical geopolitical agenda.

Shocked, inconceivable and deeply disturbed to this day, he continues his campaign for truth and an admirable sense of purpose.

When I suggested it might be time for him to throw back the notion, with a smile, he said, “I can’t. I am driven because I have a need to find out who the real killers are. The alleged Arab hijackers couldn’t possibly have riggled all those explosives. No way.

The mission goes global

Jimmy Walter wasted no time financing “9/11 World Tour” to raise awareness about the 9/11 fraud by first taking the message across America and later, around the world.

And money was no object. Not one to approach such a noble undertaking with anything less that total commitment, Walter ventured to the Middle East to meet with any engineer or scientist in the world who could prove, in an academic technical paper, that the three towers could have been blown up.
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By Jeff Davis

www.vladtv.com

Everyone knows McDonald’s isn’t the healthiest food out there, but there’s this little thing called “Freedom of Choice” which many just fail to see.

A recent news article reports: “An apple a day may keep the doctor away. But when you put it in a Happy Meal, it may keep you from eating it too. McDonald’s on Tuesday said that it would add apple slices and reduce the portion of French fries in its children’s meal boxes bringing in greater health benefits for the average child.”

But this is why McDonald’s is so successful in the fast food industry. By putting their name on many products that contain artificial ingredients, they make you associate their brand with anything good. It’s why you see so many articles that say “McDonald’s snack is healthy.”

The liberal wish in McDonald’s
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other 153 defendants. Due to a falling out with his attorney, Rodriguez failed to do so and the court dismissed the case.

But he’d be the first to tell you this was never about winning. It was about getting the public to wake up. He’s been slowly become aware of the mountains of shockingly obvious evidence freely available online – such as videos of WTC7 in free fall. That’s the story of their Eureka moment.

Common sense then usually kicks in, and osmosis takes over. After all, there is a limit to denial. [Then again, perhaps not. A few of those who were caught up through the fraud could not even think of organizing a handful of local activists, let alone a worldwide network.]

As a result of the steadfast efforts of thousands of dedicated activists, what began with the 9/11 Truth Channel is now fast reaching turning points.

Reaching critical mass is no longer a distant hope. Especially given the millions who have already signed up and the constant exodus of those who still believe in the official story. Perpetrators are now being exposed and refuted. We have been here before and will continue to insist the silly story just isn’t going to cut it anymore.

And through the interviews he already has in the bag: Tomori Shibanu (Japan), Arbitron (worldwide), Shanghai Morning Post (China), Express News (Pakistan), Global National News (Canada), Telemedias (Latin America), LE Point (France), RT (Russia), Radio Televisión Espanola (Spain), Reuters, and CNN (again). There are many more in the works that we will be ready by 9/11/11.

[WB: No! Willy was quick to mention he’d heard a better bit from his last encounter with CNN – now, rather than off its responses as seamlessly as possible to deny cutting room Kannenst in his editors’ offices!]

Rogers is also polishing up a brilliant new interview, a “Rumble,” available for the 10th anniversary. I recently watched the raw version in its entirety.

This isn’t a brilliant bit of work – profoundly emotive, incredibly detailed, fact-filled and chockablock with riveting interviews among WTC employees, firefighters, police officers, paramedics and other first responders. These are all rescuers who were there, hands-on, in the thick of it, and witnessed the entire tragedy firsthand.

Even in its original rough form, I could unreservedly state it’s most the compelling 9/11 documentary I’ve seen to date.

Time to give it our all

Following the appalling trail of deaths of 9/11 witnesses over the past ten years, it would make sense that the best way to ensure the safety of surviving key witnesses like Rodriguez and others would, ironically, be for these individuals to continue to stay posted in the public spotlight.

Considering the serious threat these brave souls pose to the criminals at large, this might be the only strategy that could offer a modicum of protection. The more people who know about this brave man, and the many other men and women like him, the greater the chances of thwarting their “suicides” or “heart attacks.”

On behalf of every one in the 9/11 Truth movement; in memory of the three thousand Americans who perished needlessly on that tragic day; and the million-plus innocents who have been slaughtered (and continue to be massacred) in distant lands on account of this fiendish fraud; it would be fitting, proven and necessary to conclude with the message to all those who have awakened to the Big Lie, yet choose to do nothing: Silence is complicity.
This comes to us from the editor of India’s Dalit Voice, a dissident biweekly newspaper of opinion.

By V. T. Rajashankar
dalitvoice@gmail.com

A worldwide “revolution” stalkers toward its holocaust

“Other Western media owned by the itself attacked the WTC Twin Towers on either had full knowledge of the attack or of Brahminical barbarism.

The Jews in Russia and “Jews of India” have together enslaved innocent masses and built up their empires.

Rivers of blood in India

What is much more shocking is while the of India have no policy and are culturally and materially known, the Brahmins have managed to see that they always stand for peace, non-violence, truth and harmony – even as they cause the flow of rivers of blood. After the “independence” of India (1947) they caused the reckless slaughter of Muslims during the partition, then the Blue Star Operation in which over 15,000 Sikhs were slaughtered in cold blood at the Golden Temple, Amritsar, Punjab, the decimation of HIndu-Brahmin minorities that led to killing thousands of Muslims, periodic butchering of Kashmiris, in 2002 the “Gujarat Genocide” that murdered over 20,000 Muslims, there are only a few of the most important incidents of bloodbaths of innocent people which the Brahmins have caused; the list is long and great. And yet those Brahminical minorities have made the world believe India is a land of peace, tolerance, non-violence and harmony.

“Father of the Nation” killed

The killing of their own “Father of the Nation,” M. K. Gandhi, by a Chiplavan activist and not even the British, is not the most shocking. What is much more shocking is while the Vedas (master) to the Jews feel threatened. How then does such a religious group convert to that religion – because it is not a religion.

No Indian public figure on earth has proven brave enough to criticize the Jews openly. In India, the Bloodvotar are a most hated people, but no political leader, writer, journalist or teacher has the courage to say this publicly. Only Dalit Voice has done so right from the beginning, facing all of Brahmin’s fury.

Both Jews and Brahmins stage the same drama with those minorities who are concerned, where giver and receiver of such promotions belong to the same tribe.

The Nobel Foundation in Sweden is a Jew agency which distributes its awards to Jews or those who are pro-Jew to receive its prizes. In India, awards and rewards are a big tamsa. You scratch my back and I’ll scratch yours. This mutual admiration society fools the public, almost all awards going from Brahmins to recipients of the same tribe. And what is the consequence? India gets pushed from her Third World position into the vast intellectual desert of yet a fourth.

The Jews in Russia and “Jews of India” have together enslaved innocent masses and built up their empires.

Aim to destroy Christianity

In India’s Dalit Voice, a dissident biweekly of opinion.
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Zionist Communism’s primary goal was the destruction of Christianity, particularly the Roman Catholic Church, to render the Christians godless – an objective on which they still concentrate. Those Jews killed more Russian Christians than the number of their own people having suffered death in a much-publicized “Nazi Holocaust,” Jews, wherever they may be, are always establishing themselves as the “chosen” – as the “Jews of India” have done in this country.

Islam also targeted

Mrs. Nesta Webster’s 1924 book, Secret Societies and Subversive Movements, Omni Publications, P. O. Box 566, Palmdale, CA 93550, reveals similar Zionist subversive efforts to divide and destroy Islam. She attributes the birth of Shia Islam, with its intersecne warfare, to Zionist infiltration. The Talmud split again into four factions (Ibid, p. 35), in spite of which, none of them deviated from the fundamental doctrine of Islam. The Zionist secret society, however, has’t given up its mission to subvert Islam.

French Revolution

She reveals the shocking truth that even the French Revolution – with its ringing words: liberty, equality, fraternity – was engineered by the Zionists (Ibid, p. 233).

France, a country with the Christianity-hating Brahmins at a time when over 85% of India’s natives saw British rule as a liberating force. Glaring contradictions and mutual exclusiveness of the one and the same Bharman which is just another name for Zionism.

The French rulers, however, remained sure enough that no such connections with the Brahmins whom they had never trusted. Her Theosophy often attacked Jesus Christ and Christianity, while Jesus, the so-called “ chosen guru” was a Brahmin which was the same: to make the victims politically and culturally impotent – incapable of collective resistance.

Chankaya’s Arthasastra is proof of those weapons for fighting anybody threatening their existence. It develops elaborate schemes of lies, deception, treachery, blackmail and manipulation, etc.

The “Revolution” was led by the French upper classes in that a “Machievillian plan of engineering revolution and using the secret society of that same name to raise a tyrannical minority to power had been formulated” as outlined in the Protocols of the Elders of Zion (photocopies of the Zionist papers available from Dalit Voice for Rs. 150).

Jews leading the “French Revolution,” she explains, aimed for a “shipwreck of civilization,” destroying Christianity and overthrowing the French monarchy.

She states that Mustafa Kemal Pasha, who led the young Turk movement in Turkey, was a hidden Jew.

According to Nesta H. Webster, Annie Besant, a mysterious British woman, with her strange concoction of Zionism and Brahminical hate mongers, joined hands to make the “Jews of India” by using their triple
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Communism as a Jewish conspiracy –

A simple solution to mystery

By Michael Rivero
whatchaoilhappened.com

If the events of 9/11 were truly a surprise to the U. S. Government, then there is no way the Secret Service could’ve known there was not a hijacked or stolen plane heading toward Booker Elementary School that very second. The Secret Service did nothing. The dog did not bark. It is clear from the cover-up, and the cover-up itself, that the President was not a target of one of the hijacked planes. The intended targets of the planes had to have been known. That dog did not bark because the criminal was its master. Quod Erat Demonstrandum – the Bush administration was part of the 9/11 plot.
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Church-going conservative
Swamp new taxes and higher taxes high-crime area
Following Steeple's trial and conviction on four federal charges, that, combined, could net him over 70 years in a federal penitentiary. Steele alleges for the confidential information gleaned from his conversations with his lawyers is what led to his conviction in what he maintains is "the phoniest case I've ever seen," Federal Judge Lynn Winmill, who presided at Steele's trial, ruled yesterday that former "expert" Zündel had been left alone, "There were two tests, one of Zündel's courage. The other was of ours. We failed in our...
Sin cerely,

Bob Lederman
to discuss with you this matter, and to explain to you in some detail the facts involved.

The First Amendment in the United States Constitution is a cornerstone of our democracy. It guarantees the right to free speech, free press, and the right to petition the government for a redress of grievances. These freedoms are not absolute, however, and there are limits on how they can be exercised.

For example, the First Amendment protects the right to speak out against government corruption, but it does not protect the right to lie or to make false and defamatory statements about public officials.

In this specific case, Mr. Loehle has been charged with violating federal law by making false and defamatory statements about a public official. The government has alleged that Mr. Loehle's statements were intended to create a public furor and to stir up a spirit of rebellion against the government, with the objective of creating a public furor and to stir up a spirit of rebellion against the government.

Mr. Loehle has been arrested and charged with violating federal law. The government has filed a indictment against him, charging him with making false and defamatory statements about a public official.

The government argues that Mr. Loehle's statements were intended to create a public furor and to stir up a spirit of rebellion against the government, with the objective of creating a public furor and to stir up a spirit of rebellion against the government.

Mr. Loehle contends that his statements were made in the course of a personal dispute with the government, and that they were not intended to create a public furor or to stir up a spirit of rebellion against the government. He argues that his statements were made in the course of a personal dispute with the government, and that they were not intended to create a public furor or to stir up a spirit of rebellion against the government.

The argument will be heard by a jury, and the jury will decide whether Mr. Loehle's statements were intended to create a public furor or to stir up a spirit of rebellion against the government. The jury will decide whether Mr. Loehle's statements were intended to create a public furor or to stir up a spirit of rebellion against the government.

The jury will decide whether Mr. Loehle's statements were intended to create a public furor or to stir up a spirit of rebellion against the government. The jury will decide whether Mr. Loehle's statements were intended to create a public furor or to stir up a spirit of rebellion against the government.
Imperial quest for riches fuels Africa’s ‘civil wars’

In today’s Africa agonizing poverty and conflict is clear proof of decline under the global profit system.

By Megan Cornish

With the worldwide economic crisis, competition is intensifying between big capitalists engaged in frenzied buying of vast resources throughout Africa. Their scramble for the bounty of this most exploited continent is stoking bloody civil wars and untold human misery. Here in Somalia, China joins profiteers to become the biggest investor in Africa. So the old colonial powers, U.S., France, Britain, are heightening military action to reinstate their economic control. They call their interventions “humanitarian,” as in Libya. But it all adds up to colonialism, in grim new clothing.

In the Middle East, major struggles are raging in Ivory Coast, Sudan and the Democratic Republic of the Congo.

Ivy Coast, France and cocoa

CÔTE D’IVOIRE began its national existence as a colony of France, and has been a French protectorate, since formal independence in 1960.

As the largest producer of cocoa beans in the world, Ivory Coast is one of the most densely populated countries in Africa. The civil war that began in 2002, France, with U.N. cover, intervened in 2005 to keep southern-based Laurent Gbagbo in power, defeating northern forces. In 2010, the UN Security Council imposed sanctions on Laurent Gbagbo and his officials, and transmittal of power over to Alassane Ouattara, a former IMF deputy director who was a strong opponent of the incumbent. The move was a plan of the IMF and the World Bank.

Headlines early this year on the disputed presidential election in November 2010 and a French president refusing to leave office were only part of the story. Fighting between southern and northern strongmen has gone on since economic reforms were imposed in the 1980s. A UN sponsored election in 2002. When Gbagbo dramatically increased trade with China, France switched sides. In 2010, Ouattara was elected president, but Gbagbo refused to accept the result. The last year, French troops will remain in the country.

One of Ouattara’s first acts was to jail without charges and torture Basile Mahan, the general secretary of the trade union centre Dignité.

Sudan, Britain, U.S. and oil

Britain colonized Sudan in the 1890s, annexed the north and south separately, and fostered rivalries between them to divide and conquer. Such independence in 1956, the largest country on the continent of Africa. By the 1970s, the U.S. was the replacement imperialist power, and funded a right-wing puppet takeovers were a “bulwark against communism.”

A huge new oil find in the south, a black gold defines the USA’s interest in Sudan. The south has most of the country’s large oil reserves, which have been the source of two civil wars and the current large-scale massacre of South Sudan on July 9, 2011.

China currently dominates the oil industry, builds much of its product.
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Richard Barrett’s killer coddled: can’t trust those juries

By Ofal Childress
editor@firstfreedom.net

On July 19, presenting myself as one of today’s truth-seekers, I queried the District Attorney: “Can you fill us in on Vincent McGee’s trial, who’s charged with murdering ‘Made Man’ Richard Barrett?” He responded as if at first as if addressing his own reelection committee.

Rankin County District Attorney Mike Guest gave me to understand that the man who butchered my colleague and All The Truth’s pro and con artists —

By Thomas C. Mountain
pravda.ru


Having a background in Western intelligence is a requirement to run UNICEF. Every head of any of the major international aid agencies has been so trained.

As a result of western military interventions, there are 15 years of loyal service up to and including being a “made man” (or woman, in today’s equal opportunity offender circles) like Tony Lake.

What are Tony Lake’s qualifications to run the number one children’s relief work in the world? Maybe his silence during the Rwandan genocide when, as National Security Advisor to President Clinton, he admitted knowing about and “regretted” not doing something when hundreds of thousands of women, children and old people were being hacked to death in central Africa. Then there were the million and a half women and children fleeing for their lives before the Ethiopian invasion in 2000, a thing that Lake was intimately involved in helping instigate and perpetuate.

Tom Lake was nominated to be the Director of the CIA as a parting gift for his loyal role as consigliere in the Clinton White House. The gift taken foolishly allowed the reports of that time at that derailing his nomination.

War Crimes, Crimes Against Humanity and least of all just plain corruption, Tony Lake has done it all, even admitting to going on the payroll after leaving the White House as an agent for the Ethiopian government, an agent of ethnic cleansing and genocide infamy.

Tony Lake was an officer of the Obama for President ship and resumed his role as Man in the Middle as he be. He was listed as senior foreign policy advisor to Obama and was one of the last of the inner circle to be rewarded for his folly.

From CIA to UNICEF? The charge that every person who has headed a major agency of government has been going to be. His area of expertise is not just the CIA but the U.S. “Out of Africa” President okayed loot ers back in 25 for burglary. 20 years for manslaughter, 20 for arson and 20 for murder. Lately he has been going on the payroll as a “consultant.” His associates getting off practically free of charge. His killer, gang leader McGee with a hate crime? He had a hate crime. Liking to today’s district attorneys, he simply didn’t do anything to indicate it was other than a robbery’s killing, though Mississippi does have a hate crimes law on the books.

“So let me put this question to you: “Is it possible there was another motive?” McGee says Mr. Barrett was dropping his pants for sex when he stabbed him. Next, Lake would have to tell us if the editor’s corpse and setting it on fire. Methodically destroying every computer in the building, they torched National Migration Center and thereby able to investigate government officials and thereby able to investigate governmental actions.

Whether it’s the World Health Organization, the backtracking news of the malaria mortality prevention breakthrough, the World Food Program trying to destroy food sources in Syria, the taking over UNICEF, the word to the wise is beware enemies bearing gifts. Big Aid has a very dirty secret and the whole world needs to know.

Thomas C. Mountain is the only independent western journalist in the Horn of Africa, living and reporting from Eritrea since 2006

Government and media officials collaborate on 9/11 lies

By W.C. Lelong

In spite of the systematic government and media cover-up of 9/11, such as this New York Times article last September 8 (the 1,300-foot-tall Twin Towers were reduced to one story within ten seconds instead of a height of 35 stories after a customary demolition fire), the structural steel were found in the resultant rubble and basement levels of all three buildings; and (10) a means for creating heat at high temperatures kept the steel from changing course? Many major deceptions are involved in answering that question.
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The official story for the Twin Towers says that the impact of a Boeing 767 airliner upon the tower in tower one was not sufficient to keep the rubble at elevated temperatures for at least three months, in spite of heavy rains and millions of gallons of water being pumped on to the rubble by firefighters.
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Big Aid was created as a nefarious tool for dirty doings in the Third World by the powers that be in the west and only trusted capons from the inner circle are allowed to plan anything. Tony Lake has done some good works have to be done, or no one would allow them into their countries. It’s only from the inside that they can be real. Tony Lake’s gone. What does that mean? He doesn’t “neutralizing” those in power.
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To say nothing of its neurosis…

By Timothy Bancroft-Hinsey

“Pervasive insecurity” caused by the illegal Israeli occupation of stolen lands in the West Bank, forcing Palestinians who have lived there for centuries to leave and look for somewhere else to live because their quality of life has become unbearable, is referred to in the latest U. N. report. We’ll come to Israel, 2011.

Israel claims it is a member of the international community. Interestingly, yet to be accepted as a member of the international community, is the South African government, which in 1961 days it is patently obvious that the rule of law does not exist, so the only rule of law in force is that which is respected by the majority of the humanrace.

Under this law, international treaties must be upheld, therefore it is totally unacceptable that the State of Israel behaves as if it is doing. Let us look at the U. N. report and draw our own conclusions.

According to a United Nations report released last month, “restrictive planning measures applied by Israeli authorities in the zone of the West Bank known as Area C are forcing Palestinian residents out of the area, mainly because the zoning rules make it virtually impossible for them to obtain building permits.”

Area C covers 60 percent of the illegally occupied West Bank, and Israeli claims it retains authority over the spatial planning in this area. How can you retain authority over an area which does not belong to you?

The U. N. report continues: “Other factors forcing Palestinians to abandon their homes in this area include the construction of the

system of self-government…” “…it enrages the judicial power of the United States so as to bring ever law passed by the State… within the jurisdiction of the federal tribunals…” (A power not previously held by the Feds. Remember Arizona, 2010.)

Charleston Daily Courier, November 27, 1866: “It changes the character of the government by transferring to Congress the supreme power over the States.” (The Federal Reserve took control of the people’s money, but this earlier amendment stole the people’s government and their very citizenship status.)

Senator Kyl, on the 14th Amendment, August 2010: Mike Gallagher radio show: “The Federal Government has supreme power over the States, and any legislation (law) of the States is therefore subject to abolishment by the Feds” (making the 10th Amendment an empty shell).”

Ex parte Knowles, 5 Cal. 300, 302 (1855): Prior to the 14th Amendment “…there is no such thing as a citizen of the United States (U. S. citizen).”


18 A History of the United States, Vol. 1, page 311: “A citizen of a State (founder’s citizenship status) is now only a citizen of the United States residing in a State.”

Patriots object to “wall of silence” among their leaders

The Article V Group of South Carolina, trying for years to crack this silence among organizational leaders and get them attacking the unratified 14th Amendment, have a chink in that wall at last.

Now that we’ve got the attention of one national political party, a first organization showing interest, that’s firmly established in all 50 States, this is your call to join our challenge. Flashing the word out there to where it’s needed will take just 60 seconds. Your target is the Constitution Party.

They’ve promised to make this inquiry, if you’re helping initiate nationwide example, but only if sufficient numbers demand the answer to a single question:

Why SILENCE to the history and effects that exist behind the 14th Amendment?

Our constitutional leaders have provided us with vast amounts of work throughout the years, but they’re not perfect. You have a chance to stand up and challenge these leaders to find out why these excerpts that follow. Is this “silence by leadership” due to their own ignorance? Hardly. It’s just a tough subject. So send March 24, 1688: “…made vague leaders with one question. “Why SILENCE to the history and effects that exist behind the 14th Amendment?” Please help break this leadership silence!

contactus@constitutionparty.com

addressed to Mr. Clymer. The following excerpts should motivate you to make the mail. Requires 60 seconds of effort, and you have the first address to contact. Stand against that silence and help us get to the heart of this issue. The area of inquiry, you’re helping initiate nationwide example, but only if sufficient numbers demand the answer to a single question:

1688: “…made vague leaders with one question. “Why SILENCE to the history and effects that exist behind the 14th Amendment?” Please help break this leadership silence!”

Patriots of the American Revolution

By Nancy Hitt

SOON AFTER the treaty was signed between Germany and Russia in August, 1939, the Russians occupied eastern Poland, proceeding then to arrest and imprison thousands of Poles “politically unreliable.”

Roughly 15,000, mostly members of the Polish military, found themselves incarcerated in three prisoner of war camps, 4,404 Poles at Kozlisk, 3,891 at Starobisk and 6,287 at Ostachkov.

Following the German invasion of Russia in June, 1941, the Soviets requested assistance from members of the Polish government-in-exile in London. At that time, the “generous” Russians agreed to release 100,000 Poles from slave labor camps, while large numbers of individuals remained missing from the ranks of those prisoners originally arrested.

Polish Ambassador Prof. Kot, Polish Generals Sikorsky and Anders attempted on several occasions to question Stalin and other Soviet leaders seeking information about those known to be unaccounted for. The Soviet leaders ignored their requests for substantial information, all the while knowing precisely what had happened to their Polish comrades.

Due to a savage recommendation made by the Jewish head of the KGB, Lavrenti B. Beria and Molotov, these three executed Poles were murdererd by the NKVD, the indigenous Soviet secret police, in Nuremberg, the Russians not being surprised.

This plot began to thicken in August, 1943, when German soldiers discovered the sickening mass graves of thousands in the Katyń forest. These executions and Russian victims were members of the military, also civilians, a well-respected female pilot and a priest.

In order to document the crime, Germany brought in specialists from various countries to assist in the examination and exhumations of those bodies.

The Russians knew all about how this massacre occurred, whereby each victim had received at least one bullet to the back of the skull, but continued their denials.

The allies very well knew, from original investigations and the evidence gathered of those dead in 1943, that their Communist ally committed this purge.

The American investigators, however, kept that Soviet involvement a secret from Russia’s then-dictating U. S. public.

Our “courageous” leaders refused to denounce those brutal executions. At the rigged trials in Nuremberg, the Russians were knowingly allowed to testify falsely that the Germans had committed the Katyń massacre!

Due to the fact that the Katyń atrocities

barrier and other movement restrictions, reduced income, home demolitions and difficult access to services such as schools and water, according to “Displacement and Insecurity” in Area C of the West Bank, which is prepared by the U. N. Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA).

Ramech Rajasingham, Acting U. N. Humanitarian Coordinator for the Occupied Palestinian Territory, states:

“This pattern of displacement, along with ongoing Israeli settlement activity, undermines the ability of Palestinian communities to maintain their presence in Area C and raises concerns about demographic shifts and changes to the ethnic make-up of Area C.”

Author’s note: I will be processing those who engage in libel accusing me of being racist or anti- Jew.

14th Amendment was never lawfully adopted in the United States Constitution...;

President Lyndon B. Johnson’s administration pushed through the 14th Amendment to making this the law of the land. It was not one of those crimes successfully prosecuted by the Justice Department, where the Soviet orchestrated their own Nuremberg show trials. The Russians wanted to clean away any tracks that might lead to their doors. In February, 1940, about a week before our own cowed leaders, the Soviets executed seven Germans in Moscow by hanging. They sentenced three Germans to 20 years of hard labor and death in the Gulag. These ten Germans were murdered because of the duplicitous behavior of our heartless academics.

Only recently did the Soviets come clean about their act of eradicking those “politically unreliable” Polish citizens.

In February, 2001, the Soviet government published the booklet Katyń, The Crime of the Century. This paperback contains 43 pages with many photographs; some are gruesome. The Soviets claim their victims are responsible for $5.00, which includes postage from:

The Truth at Last Books

P. O. Box 1211

Marietta, Georgia 30061

My review is taken from this work. On Pages 14-15: “In POW camps run by the NKVD, the indigenous Soviet secret police, there were largely needless deaths, without the Soviet armed establishment. There is a large number of former Polish army officers and intelligence services, former Polish politicians and intellectuals, former members of nationalistic counter-revolutionary parties, members of unlinked rebel counter-revolutionary organizations, defectors and others.

“Recommend imposing on them the sentence of capital punishment— execution by shooting.”

“Signed, L. Beria, People’s Commissar for Internal Affairs”

It might be worth thinking about that many of our historical leaders, known as “political incorrect” – while 72 years ago, the Polish elite were considered merely “politically unreliable.”
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P. O. Box 385, Silverbull, Alabama 36762

— Truth’s pro and con artists —

U. N. denounces Israel’s pervasiveness

— The First Freedom

isn’t for everybody. But you

know somebody who

needs it.
The Jewish Question in the United States has had a long history of centuries, but until now in silence and suspicion. Everyone knew that the Jews were a different race but nobody knew how they related to the mind and fact. The Jewish Question naturally became unpopular. The fact, it is true, reflects far more seriously on non-Jews than on Jews. But it is a fact nevertheless. He who undertakes to speak truth on this question must expect far more opposition than he could ever withstand because he no longer looks for the solutions to the problems in the street and in the press.

One fact that militated against Free Speech on the Jewish Question was the condition into which our American people have been thrown by the recent agitation for government physicians and approval to follow every act and word. There was a time in American history, and it was the most glorious period of our past, when order meant law, and law was an often desirable attitude. A man’s weight was accounted equal, whether computed by the inch or the yard. The movement has been a softening change has come over us. We have grown to like applause. Hisses used to stir our fathers; hisses cow their sons. Now we have become so accustomed to applause that we have lost all stomach for courses that call upon us with the energy and spirit of a man for contest, unless it be those spurious "Boost," we have become so accustomed to failure and disillusionment that we have lost all taste for tangible foes who have a ready retaliation.

As a people, we are willing to "bum" the work of others; we have outgrown our judicial and moral convictions so seriously by our fake "philosophy" of the day that we are now able to measure the effectiveness of work by the applause it inevitably provokes, that we have lost all stomach for courses that call upon us with the energy and spirit of a man for contest, unless it be those spurious "Boost," we have become so accustomed to failure and disillusionment that we have lost all taste for tangible foes who have a ready retaliation.

Nevertheless it is true that, whereas a year or so ago it was impossible to speak the word "Jew" in the United States, it is now possible. The name appears on the front and back of newspapers and in every window in this country. It is the subject of discussion everywhere. For the time at least, speech has been liberalized, although our friends of the B’nai B’rith have learned that every State are doing their best to throttle it.

This freedom is of benefit both to Jew and non-Jew. The Jew need no longer look around to see if any one is whispering the name of truth. He no longer presumes upon the lips of the non-Jew. It only means that suppression and deceit are past, that all; is the Jew is a Jew, recognized as a Jew, is owned as a Jew.

The relation between the mind and the fact is established in both the Jew and the non-Jew. If a Jew is solicited in the street, or to have a desire to own up to some of the things that have been charged, but who are held by a doubt as to how far the ownership will go when once begun. They are in fear of the truth, but mostly of the whole truth.

Nothing is yet to be said of the Jewish Question in the United States that rests also on those who hold the whole truth. The purpose determines everything. If the purpose is to breed hatred of the Jews, that, it believes one course of action. If the purpose is to excite the public mind with startling facts, that involves another course of action. There is a certain danger in certain kinds of information. If the purpose is to lay a basis for intelligent, straightforward understanding and possible solution of the question, then such information as defines both mind and fact is essential, material, all that is necessary. It is within these limits that this series has endeavored to keep. If there are facts which are necessary to the Jews, that is, in favor of the Jews. If the Jews do desire to a certain class of facts, it may be necessary to give an impression of the whole class of facts. If the leaders of the Jews had been fair, just arguamentally, opposititionally fair, they would not now be in fear of what may yet happen.

Jews, for illustration, have proved the statement that they are the best organized people in the United States. They have the support of the Jewish presses, the Synagogues, their newspapers, their alleged "social" organizations, their conservative clubs and their Bolshevik-Socialist groups - all of these are organized; and there is a fair chance that they are a separate people within the American people, a people that do not agree with the genius of the American people but that are in every other respect a separate people, a people with a different national origin, a people with a different national loyalty, a people with a different national education, a people with a different whole national status.

Without giving a full description of the devices used, it can be seen that the fact of opposition was always in the air, that the Jews were working simultaneously in all parts of the country, creating a considerable force. No one knows how many thousands of Jews in the United States can accomplish that so quickly and unobtrusively.

Jewish solidarity would be expressed correctly. They are a people, to be sure, of the whole communal life, but it is not; it is not only Jewish, but its operations show it to be largely anti-American. This does not mean that the Jews have any desire to be anti-German or pro-Mexican, but in this sense, that it opposes many things that have been constituted to become the American idea.

The United States is not and never has been a separate people. All the immigrants to the United States are Jews, for illustration, have proved the charge that they are the best organized people in the United States. They have the support of the Jewish presses, the Synagogues, their newspapers, their alleged "social" organizations, their conservative clubs and their Bolshevik-Socialist groups - all of these are organized; and there is a fair chance that they are a separate people within the American people, a people that do not agree with the genius of the American people but that are in every other respect a separate people, a people with a different national origin, a people with a different national loyalty, a people with a different national education, a people with a different whole national status.

This proof of political power, based on nothing but sheer force and sheer determination to have what they want regardless of what the United States wants, has appeared broadcast as a matter of public knowledge.

And let the reader mark this: it will be found that this present is not an isolated part of the Jewish World Program as was the breaking of the treaty with Russia. Readers of the article of American Jewry that appeared at once after the treaty was signed, then how at the behest of the Jews, the United States’ trade with Russia was thrown into the hands of German Jews who were using it to create a counter-shock to the advance of the Russian Empire, which later came to pass. The Jews "used" the United States to put across an essential part of that plan.

What are the United States for now? We may well believe that the Jews are not without several reasons for what they are doing. The Jews excel as afts to any man, whatsoever he be, in this inven tor/writer. The Jews "used" the United States to put across an essential part of that plan.

The Jews are leaving Poland because they know something is going to happen. And if they are leaving Poland it is a
The Jews of the United States have also given a splendid illustration of what Theodore Roosevelt's Independent said of their control of American newspapers. Of course, the local newspaper editor is not dominated by any Jewish authority seated at Washington, New York, or Chicago. So, to give it more vim, the editor gets his orders from Jewish headquarters just the same, though he may not realize it.

The Jews of the United States are too powerful enough to clear out. France protests against and will not have them. England most decidedly refuses to have them. The Jews of the United States are potent enough to compel this country to take them. We are utilized to effect the entrance of Bolshevism into Russia; it went from our East Side slums into the heart of Moscow. Here, however, is very amenable to the twenty richest Jews in his community who advertise in his paper, and it is they who take orders from Jews abroad in the country. The editor writes a story for the Jew, and is a recent creation.

The Jews of the United States have done everything possible to keep The Dearborn Independent away from the Jews, to prevent their reading it and learning the facts. Their newspaper article, "A Proletariat Making on the Jews as Jews," is a splendid illus- tration of what will occur in a manner to do.
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Head start to hell

With Civil Rights laws working just as planned, hundreds of Black thugs assault Whites at the Wisconsin State Fair. If Boobus Americanus can pray, does he stand a chance for God's notice?

August 5, 2011 — When departing the State fair, hundreds of black thugs begin attacking Whites at random. Dozens of Caucasians were beaten up, several hospitalized. Negro gangs also pounded on cars driven by White people as they left, causing large-scale property damage. One victim was knocked off a motorcycle and suffered a second degree burn. Several others pulled for injured. Africans also rampaged through the fairgrounds, looting prizes at carnival games.

Milwaukee has seen numerous racially-motivated mob attacks against White people in recent days. Black-on-White violence is completely out of control. If the races were reversed, this would be the biggest news story in the western world.

From Milwaukee NBC TMJ4.

"Witnesses tell Newsradio 620 WTMJ and TODAY’S TMJ4 of a mob of young people attacking innocent fair-goers at the end of the opening night of State Fair, with some callers claiming a racially-charged assault."

"Milwaukee Police confirmed there were assaults outside the fair. Witnesses' accounts claim everything from dozens to hundreds of young Black people beating White people as they left State Fair Thursday night. Authorities have not given official estimates of the number of people involved in the attacks."

"It looked like they were just going after White guys, White people," said Norb Rollers of Wind Lake in an interview with Newsradio 620 WTMJ. He left the State Fair Entrance near the corner of South 48th Street and West Schlinger Avenue in West Allis.

"They were attacking everybody for no reason whatsoever."

"I was 100%," claimed Eric, an Iraq war veteran from St. Francis who says young people beat on his car. "I had a Black guy come up to me and say that all the Black kids were running in between all the cars, and they were pounding on my doors and trying to open up doors on my car, and they were doing one thing to this one Black person that was in this car next to us. They just kept walking right past their cars. They were looking in everybody’s windshield as they were running on our right side what that White and who was Black. Guaranteed it."

"Eric, a veteran said, the scene he saw Thursday outside State Fair compares to what he saw in combat.

"A police sergeant told TODAY'S TMJ4 reporter Melissa McCrady that the number of violence describing series are still coming in, so they could not give an accurate number of people who were injured. That sergeant explained that some injuries were serious, and local hospitals were attending to the injured.

"As of early Friday morning, Milwaukee Police said they had no one in custody."

"One woman told police that she was sitting in her car with a window down when some teenagers reached through her windows and started attacking her."

"I think once we all get the money in it it’ll be just like that, like what happened in Riverwest," said the police sergeant.

"Eric: ‘For my life.’

"Eric, who asked Newsradio 620 WTMJ not to use his last name, talked about the incidents that happened as he, his wife and a neighbor left the fair Thursday.

"We exited at the Schlinger and 84th exit, and we walked south about a block, and then went up and got our car, we came back up and around down Schlinger. When we made a left hand turn, we were stopped in traffic. I looked toward the bridge, right before you get on the freeway, and all I saw was a road full of Black kids, jumping over people’s cars, jumping on people’s hood, running over the top of them."

The Milwaukee ABC station was much less honest than the NBC station. They admitted that “hundreds” of thugs attacked people, but censored all mention of race.

This is emblematic of the CRM generally, which pretended to be about racial equality while moving seamlessly to a regime in which Whites were required to grant preferences like affirmative action and tributes like reparations to atone for the fact that Whites used to be in a dominant position socially and legally. As Gomer Pyle said, “Surprise, Surprise, Surprise!” Or, more ominously, as Black Marxist revolutionary Franz Fanon noted, “The true desire of the slave is not freedom, but rather that he and his slave master exchange places.”

Hold on tight, folks — as the demographics of the U. S. change due to liberal immigration and affirmative action Act of 1965, open borders, affirmative action and ever-expanding welfare entitlements for minorities, we ain’t seen nothing yet. This photo is a vision of the future unless we wake up.

Here is an excerpt from the actual story that ran in the paper.

"Standing near the entrance to Downtown’s Clayborn Temple Sunday evening, Nina Tayloe grabbed the hands of 75-year-old Brown Berry, drooped to her knees and cried out for forgiveness.

"‘Forgive me,’ she said. ‘Forgive me on behalf of my family for the ugliness of that time... but praise God, we have a beautiful Lord who brings about hope and restoration.’"

"Berry, a young Black man in Memphis during the civil rights movement and sanitation workers strike, nodded his head in acceptance and embraced the 59-year-old White woman.

"Before the crumbling steps of a shuttered church closely associated with Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., more than two dozen people — including clergy from Christian denominations across Memphis — gathered at 6 p.m. for a prayer march remembering his legacy."
It has never been clearer why mainstream Americans should be worried about them as “the anti-enforcement mob.” Neither has it been more concentrated. As the White House last week pointed out, “Since at least 1993, anti-enforcement rhetoric and activity have been growing.” Anti-enforcement mob swings into action by Lt. Colonel Donald Sullivan (Ret) (March 22, 2011)
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BENCH TRIAL, before the Honorable Les Hayes, III, Municipal Court Judge, and before Anita D. Griffin, Certified Court Reporter and Notary Public. CASE NO. 2011-CRA-001199A.

IN THE MUNICIPAL COURT FOR THE CITY OF MONTGOMERY STATE OF ALABAMA
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Mr. Cobb: Yes, he understands.

Q. Okay. You're Mr. Childress, isn't that right?

Mr. Cobb: Mr. Childress.

Q. THE COURT: Okay. You're Mr. Childress.

Q. Mr. Childress: Yes.


Q. THE COURT: All right, Mr. Cobb. Good to meet you, sir.

Before we get started, I'll swear in all the witnesses and take testimony.

Mr. Childress and all witnesses in the case, raise your right hand. (Witnesses and Defendant were administered the oath by the Court.) SERGEANT JAVIER CHAVEZ, having previously been duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. RUSSELL:

Q. Officer, would you state your name, please? A. Sergeant L. V. Chavez.

Q. Sergeant Chavez, take you back to February 19th of this year, about 10:30 in the morning. Were you at Montgomery Street and Commerce Street here in the City of Montgomery at that time? A. Yes, sir, I was.

Q. Were you on duty? A. Yes, sir.

Q. Okay. Tell the Court, if you will, why you were at that location. A. I was attending a public assembly for the Sons of Confederate Veterans. They had applied for a permit to assemble in that area; it was barricaded off - all the streets in the area were barricaded roundabout, and I was working there - a job for them.

Q. All right. Did you have an occasion to have a conversation with Mr. Childress, the Defendant, on that day? A. Yes, sir, I did.

Q. Tell the Court how that started, please, sir. A. Okay. I was advised by Mr. Strane, who was the person who applied for the permit and he -- he advised me that he had a gentleman who was out giving propaganda and he wanted him removed. I asked him for a description of him; he gave me a description, gave me a name, and a short time later, he alerted me again and pointed him out to me. I walked over to Mr. Childress and I asked him what he was doing and he said he was giving out papers, and I advised him that the subject, Confederate Veterans, didn't want him in the area that they had barricaded off and he could give them what he wanted to do. I told him he had to leave. He said, "No, I think I'll stick around." And then I asked him again to leave, and he said, "I appreciate you telling me but I can't I think I stick around." So at that time, I went ahead and called for a unit to transport, and I approached him; he refused, so I placed him under arrest.

Q. Okay. And, Officer, did you personally witness him doing anything to obstruct the lawful assembly of the Sons of Confederate Veterans? A. He was giving out the newspapers.

Q. Okay. Who was he giving the newspapers to? Did you witness that, or were you relying on - A. It was the general public that was, you know, in the assembly area.

Q. Okay. Was it creating a disturbance when he was doing that? A. Not to me, but to the organization, it was.

MR. RUSSELL: All right. That's all I have of him, Your Honor. Just answer his questions, if you will.

Q. About what was he doing? A. It was just newspapers. I didn't read them.


Q. Do you know he's got a freedom of press, freedom of speech? A. Yes, sir.

Q. And do you also understand the United States Constitution gives him the same rights? A. Yes, sir.

Q. And what would cause you to think that Mr. Strane could trump his rights? A. He had the area secured for his assembly and he didn't want him in that area that was -- that was, you know, secured for his people, so he wanted him moved and placed on the other side of the barricade where he could have given those papers out, so that it was.

Q. Was it a closed -- No, sir.

Q. Okay. Did all those people ever complain to you about that? A. Quite -- I had -- I had quite a few people complaining to me -- you know, and show me what they were being handed, and you know, they did not think this was the time or the place to be receiving -- Q. All right. Did you see -- did you see what -- Did you look at what they handed you? A. I briefly scanned the material, and that was about the extent of it, sir.

Q. Do you recall any specific content? A. It -- Quite a bit of it was, in my opinion, anti-semitic.

Q. Did you see the materials that this gentleman was handing out? A. Yes, sir, I did.

Q. The COURT: What kind of materials was it? What was the content? A. It was anti-semitic.

Q. Do you know of any conversation or dealings with the other officer down there on the end (indicating)? A. I believe I did speak with him at the event, but I can't remember.

MR. RUSSELL: Mr. Childress's all from him.


THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

Q. Do you recall any specific content? A. It -- Quite a bit of it was, in my opinion, anti-semitic.

Q. And did you have any conversation or dealings with the other officer down there on the end (indicating)? A. I believe I did speak with him at the event, but I can't remember.

MR. RUSSELL: Mr. Childress's all from him.


THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

Q. Did you recall any specific content? A. It -- Quite a bit of it was, in my opinion, anti-semitic.

Q. And who was the people you spoke with? A. It -- Quite a bit of it was, in my opinion, anti-semitic.

Q. Yes.

Q. THE COURT: Any further questions of this witness?

MR. COBB: Nothing.

Q. THE COURT: All right. Thank you, Officer.

Tom Strane, having previously been duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. RUSSELL:

Q. Would you state your name, please, sir? A. Tom Strane. Q. Mr. Strane, back on 2/19/11 at 10:30 in the morning, were you involved in an assembly down on Montgomery Street and Commerce Street here in the City of Montgomery? A. Yes, sir.

Q. And in that assembly, had you gotten a permit or a parade permit or permission from the City to congregate in that particular area? A. I have, yes, sir. Q. All right, sir. And about how many days nor the place to be handing out papers you had gotten permission from the City to do that? A. A couple of weeks.

Q. Okay. And did the permit have the particular area designated for you to be in? A. That's correct. Q. Okay. Was it clearly outlined on your application and your permit? A. Yes, sir.

Q. State of Louisiana -- where it was? A. What, if anything, did you witness Mr. Childress do on that day inside that particular area? A. Mr. Childress was handing out materials that were anti-semitic, and we had quite a few of people of -- that were there to attend the parade complained and asked him to actually leave and he refused to, and at that point -- the second time, one of the main organizers came to me. I was standing with Sergeant Chavez, and I asked Sergeant Chavez to go over there and have him step behind the barricade, and of course, he wouldn't do it. Q. Okay. And so did you witness him passing out the material -- A. Yes. Q. -- to people that were congregated there? A. I did.

Q. And all those people ever complain to you about that? A. Quite -- I had -- I had quite a few people complaining to me -- you know, and show me what they were being handed, and you know, they did not think this was the time or the place to be receiving -- Q. All right. Did you see -- did you see what -- Did you look at what they handed you? A. I briefly scanned the material, and that was about the extent of it, sir.

Q. Do you recall any specific content? A. It -- Quite a bit of it was, in my opinion, anti-semitic.

Q. And who was the people you spoke with? A. It -- Quite a bit of it was, in my opinion, anti-semitic.

Q. Yes.


THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

Q. What did you recall? A. It -- Quite a bit of it was, in my opinion, anti-semitic.

Q. Okay. And so did you have any conversation or dealings with the other officer down there on the end (indicating)? A. I believe I did speak with him at the event, but I can't remember.

MR. RUSSELL: Mr. Childress's all from him.


The COURT: Any further questions of this witness?

MR. COBB: Yes.

Q. Okay. And so did you have any conversation or dealings with the other officer down there on the end (indicating)? A. I believe I did speak with him at the event, but I can't remember.

MR. RUSSELL: Mr. Childress's all from him.


The COURT: Any further questions of this witness?

MR. COBB: Yes.

Q. Okay. And so did you have any conversation or dealings with the other officer down there on the end (indicating)? A. I believe I did speak with him at the event, but I can't remember.

MR. RUSSELL: Mr. Childress's all from him.


The COURT: Any further questions of this witness?

MR. COBB: Yes.

Q. Okay. And so did you have any conversation or dealings with the other officer down there on the end (indicating)? A. I believe I did speak with him at the event, but I can't remember.

MR. RUSSELL: Mr. Childress's all from him.


The COURT: Any further questions of this witness?

MR. COBB: Yes.

Q. Okay. And so did you have any conversation or dealings with the other officer down there on the end (indicating)? A. I believe I did speak with him at the event, but I can't remember.

MR. RUSSELL: Mr. Childress's all from him.


The COURT: Any further questions of this witness?

MR. COBB: Yes.

Q. Okay. And so did you have any conversation or dealings with the other officer down there on the end (indicating)? A. I believe I did speak with him at the event, but I can't remember.

MR. RUSSELL: Mr. Childress's all from him.


The COURT: Any further questions of this witness?

MR. COBB: Yes.
Q. Did you ever hear Chavez or anybody else tell him that he had to leave the area?

A. Sergeant Chavez instructed Mr. Childress that he could walk down the street, the other end of Montgomery Street, and pass out his newspaper to the people in the crowd. We do not try to interfere with his right to do -- to pass out material, but the parade -- the designated parade area had been reserved by the Sons of Confederate Veterans. It was their event and their function, and we were causing alarm among some of the participants, and they asked us to please remove him to another location.

Q. After you told him, did you continue to follow him or do you remember the conversation with you?

A. No, sir. I don’t remember the conversation.

Q. And did you know that you were following him?

A. Yes, sir. And I did not stop or talk to him.

Q. What did you say, if anything, to him or to the people in the crowd?

A. I just said, ‘You are doing wrong here. That is the parade area. Please leave.’

Q. Did you see any body violently react to you?

A. No. I don’t remember any violence.

Q. Did you see anyone being arrested?

A. No.

Q. Did you see anyone being led away?

A. No.

Q. Did you ever hear anyone tell the officer that he was being arrested?

A. No.

Q. Did you hear anyone tell the officer that he had to leave or arrest the man?

A. No.

Q. Did you ever hear the officer tell the man that he had to leave or arrest the man?

A. No.

Q. Did you ever hear anyone tell him that he had to leave?

A. No.

Q. Did you hear any officer tell the man that he had to leave?

A. No.

Q. Did you ever hear anyone tell the officer that he had to leave the area?

A. No.

Q. Did you ever hear anyone else tell him that he had to leave the area?

A. No.
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An Italian radio program’s story about Iceland’s ongoing revolution is a stunning example of the power of the media to bring attention to any revolution, no matter how distant. The story also reminds us that even in the modern era, there are revolutions that take place not just in the streets, but also in the pages of the newspapers and on the airwaves.

The story begins with a quote from a book called “The First Freedom,” which is known as the “first” book of the Iceland Revolution. The book was written by a man named Ragnar Grimsson, who is one of the most prominent leaders of the Iceland Revolution. Grimsson was a journalist and a member of the Majlis, the national assembly of Iceland. He was also a member of the Majlis Committee on National Security and Foreign Policy, which was responsible for drafting the Iceland Constitution.

The story goes on to describe how Icelanders were able to successfully resist the pressure from the international community to accept a referendum on the Iceland Constitution. Icelanders were able to do this because they were able to organize and mobilize their citizens to vote against the referendum.

The story then goes on to describe how Icelanders were able to resist the pressure from foreign banks to force Iceland to accept a referendum on the Iceland Constitution. Icelanders were able to do this because they were able to organize and mobilize their citizens to vote against the referendum.
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COPPERHEAD

I enjoy your newspaper very much. For a “Yankee” by birth from my mother who is from Gettysburg, I really never took much interest in that time of history. What I read in The First Freedom makes more sense than what I was “trained” to believe. After reading your paper I pass it on to my dad, who was and is interested in Civil War history.

Keep up the good work. I don’t fight for our rights for we have none. Trouble is, Donald Sullivan and yourself have proven that we have none. And, I am glad that the editor asked that you not use such big words. Well I enjoy looking up some of those words in the dictionary.

SAMUEL SNYDER

Pa

We have the right to publish TFF, and retain that right by publishing it.

QUESTION

I was in London during the Murdoch epoch of the 1960s when there was so much violence, the worst in British history, was engineered by the Jews as a retituation for Murdoch’s overtures. Is this true? The reason we are told is because the British people do not like them, with their leadership cadre, must be expelled from and then kept out of our country.

Before the Immigration Act of 1965, Americans would have been appalled by the prospect of the demographic shifts of the current 21st century. The number of people in the American population, and immigration reform would have failed if they had been informed instead of lied to, as to what this new spending would be: that they and their descendants would become a minority in their own land by 2050!

Do our people have no idea what is at stake? And do we have no control over the new immigrants? The government of Canada is not in control of the government. If this is not the answer, what do you suggest?

JOHN ALTMAN

Tuscaloosa, AL

STOCKING FILLER

Last year I ordered copies of Cat out of hat by our former president. We ended up with one copy of the book, and they informed me they had a clue of the info therein. I ordered Nancy Hint’s Kentucky Bloodletting and loaned it out to friends I thought would enjoy it. I now find myself to date it on WCRU on the DVD. Nope!

This new issue of The First Freedom, Autumn 2011 has me wondering if they ordered 100 extra copies for Christmas gifts. Being from the South I am aware of White slavery.

Mary Hollinger

Oroville, WA

COOPERHEAD

This is a most valuable – a most sacred

to rise

to the American people, who took it from the Indians. THROUGH and including Abraham Lincoln’s own words. WILLIAM BOWMAN

Oakdale, LA

FOR THE CAUSE

Thanks for having me speak up (write). A small donation. Use it for those who can’t afford the $25.

ERICK JALKITSCH

New Smyrna Beach, FL

CORRECTION 1

You have your movies mixed up.

The First Bridge was the name of the ferry pilot who was William Holden, rescuers were Mickey Rooney and Earl Holliman. The latter, a helicopter pilot, was killed, killed, disabled, but not killed. The movie is “Two Foo” and Caribins and runs to gulley where Holden is. The Captain of the aircraft was William Holden.

“A Bridge Too Far,” 1977, was 35,000 U.S. and British paratroopers who tried to seize six bridges; the one at Arnhem was not.

Please get your facts straight, as our enemies love to find flaws to hammer us with.

NORMAN PETERS

COPPERHEAD

Died November 4, 2008

Mary Hollinger

Oroville, WA

EXOTICA

Here’s some news you might have missed. The “Civilian Jewish Security Force” in Brooklyn is called the Shomrim. The personnel are all Hasidic Jews. They dress as Jews, wear Jewish garb, and function as a second police force in that borough of New York City.

JOSEPH TRAINOR

Altoona, PA

THE SLEEPY SHEEP

Keep up your index of ignorance. It is indeed unfortunate that many consider ignorance, they know nothing peculiar to the parastical world leaders and their nefarious deeds.

R. C. COOPER, ND

“HONEST ABE”

In a speech before Congress on January 12, 1848, Lincoln stated:

“Any people anywhere, being inuded and having the power, have the Right to rise up against the government and take away its life, and form a new one that suits them better. This is a most valuable – a most Sacred Right of self-determination, a right which we hope and believe is to liberate the world. Nor is this Right confined to cases in which the whole people of an existing government may choose to exercise it. A government whose people can, may revolutionize, and make a new of so much of the territory as they inhabit.

The case for lawful secession has been made, from the Declaration of Independence through and including Abraham Lincoln’s own words. WILLIAM BOWMAN

Oakdale, LA

At what is at stake? And do we have any control over the new immigrants? The government of Canada is not in control of the government. If this is not the answer, what do you suggest?

JOHN ALTMAN

Tuscaloosa, AL

STOCKING FILLER

Last year I ordered copies of Cat out of hat by our former president. We ended up with one copy of the book, and they informed me they had a clue of the info therein. I ordered Nancy Hint’s Kentucky Bloodletting and loaned it out to friends I thought would enjoy it. I now find myself to date it on WCRU on the DVD. Nope!

This new issue of The First Freedom, Autumn 2011 has me wondering if they ordered 100 extra copies for Christmas gifts. Being from the South I am aware of White slavery.

Mary Hollinger

Oroville, WA

COOPERHEAD

This is a most valuable – a most sacred

to rise

to the American people, who took it from the Indians. THROUGH and including Abraham Lincoln’s own words. WILLIAM BOWMAN

Oakdale, LA

FOR THE CAUSE

Thanks for having me speak up (write). A small donation. Use it for those who can’t afford the $25.

ERICK JALKITSCH

New Smyrna Beach, FL

CORRECTION 1

You have your movies mixed up.

The First Bridge was the name of the ferry pilot who was William Holden, rescuers were Mickey Rooney and Earl Holliman. The latter, a helicopter pilot, was killed, killed, disabled, but not killed. The movie is “Two Foo” and Caribins and runs to gulley where Holden is. The Captain of the aircraft was William Holden.

“A Bridge Too Far,” 1977, was 35,000 U.S. and British paratroopers who tried to seize six bridges; the one at Arnhem was not.

Please get your facts straight, as our enemies love to find flaws to hammer us with.

NORMAN PETERS

COPPERHEAD
No two “identical” twins are exactly the same. So where does that leave egalitarians out of the world’s competition? Do these folks strive for a secure space, mate vocation and name? The answer is, they don’t do boy/girl “free” “trade”, sex and behavior – thus the misguided idea that the same thing applies to all. Where does nature stand under that rainbow, each person unique by their own seed, equal to one another and other bidden under the sun. Go figure. The typical media flunky sings those dreaming birds of a universal feather to high heaven, and assures us that the world was a plank of that Trojan Horse snuck into those Jewish nations. Reinstating tariffs and stopping those “illuminati” banksters from their covets would bring us out from its shadow and to the enlightenment of what’s going on. Until then, their typical media flunks will keep right on praising the demon-heaven-construction every aspect; such as, “teaching tolerance” à la the Leechy Agent Morris Dees – for wanton societal destruction and any “lifestyle” except common sensical.

The conspiracy involves putative courts of law decreeing “equal” outcomes for all. But they’re not equal; they’re unnatural and impossible such ideas, they find acceptance among true believers in the rainbow’s gold. A robied judge can declare murder is murder, even though it’s a different state. Billionaire elites might offshore American jobs, throwing thousands out of work, then foreclose on their private properties while forcing police and delivery flunks to look into that viciously-planned-outcome. What they cannot do is outlaw today’s rising fascism such as The First Freedom, nor frighten this new breed of journalists who pity those weirdos unable to “tolerate” normal society. This is where one must begin, but admitting he knows, the pacific slave to his/her/its comfy zone may remain enthralled beyond salvation. How, then, avoid getting indentured apart from his/her/its family? As if the First Freedom, or making such a delusional misfit’s agenda?

Making the decision is where one must start. Survival begins with resolution, not submitting as a hostage such as The First Freedom, nor frightening this new breed of journalists who pity those weirdos unable to “tolerate” normal society.

The way to stay competitive is by competing – for space, mate, vocation and renown – challenging, above all, yourself toward improvement. Rising and dressing each morning, I get down on the floor for an hour’s worth of prayerful meditation. If asking guidance from the True government of one’s body, mind and spirit sounds like cheating, it’s at least a “head start” program that works! Self-disciplined prayer turns problems into opportunities! Considering all these ugly facts, I joust with evil at every turn, trying to do right instead of just going with the flow, flighting off myself from the crowd that expects something for nothing. How can same White people participate in a self-destructive lynching rampage designed by the masses to entice aliens into the country for exactly such purposes? The true David doesn’t covet membership in what gets propagandized as exceedingly easy mortgage his independence. But perhaps we can’t spare the time for discerning first things first, and allows others to define such facts as courtesies, if it just makes it seem easier, and reminding them of the goose that laid golden eggs. White thinking may imagine it meets sharp minds carving among such ones as ridiculous moderate society. A media bypass operation, however, reveals some serious facts, one of which was the War of 1812, that was a plank of that Trojan Horse snuck into these Jewish nations. Reinstating tariffs and stopping those “illuminati” banksters from their covets would bring us out from its shadow and to the enlightenment of what’s going on. Until then, their typical media flunks will keep right on praising the demon-heaven-construction every aspect; such as, “teaching tolerance” à la the Leechy Agent Morris Dees – for wanton societal destruction and any “lifestyle” except common sensical.

The conspiracy involves putative courts of law decreeing “equal” outcomes for all. But they’re not equal; they’re unnatural and impossible such ideas, they find acceptance among true believers in the rainbow’s gold. A robided judge can declare murder is murder, even though it’s a different state. Billionaire elites might offshore American jobs, throwing thousands out of work, then foreclose on their private properties while forcing police and delivery flunks to look into that viciously-planned-outcome. What they cannot do is outlaw today’s rising fascism such as The First Freedom, nor frightening this new breed of journalists who pity those weirdos unable to “tolerate” normal society. This is where one must begin, but admitting he knows, the pacific slave to his/her/its comfy zone may remain enthralled beyond salvation. How, then, avoid getting indentured apart from his/her/its family? As if the First Freedom, or making such a delusional misfit’s agenda?

Making the decision is where one must start. Survival begins with resolution, not submitting as a hostage such as The First Freedom, nor frightening this new breed of journalists who pity those weirdos unable to “tolerate” normal society.